PREFACE
Once again, we are proud to publish Dr. M. M. Chambers' annual report of state tax
appropriations for operating expenses of higher education. In the eight years Dr. Chambers
has prepared this report, its value has clearly been established as a timely summary of
state efforts to support higher education.
In its eight year history, this report has documented an unprecedented growth in tax
support for higher education. State appropriations for operating expenses have tripled
since Professor Chambers started compiling figures in 1959. A total of $4.4 billion has
been appropriated this year compared to $1.4 billion in 1959-60. This reflects a 214
percent increase over an eight-year period. In some states, the increase has been much more
dramatic, reaching 449 percent in New York and 374 percent in Massachusetts, for example.
The figures reported by Professor Chambers are impressive and reflect an important
commitment on the part of the states to higher education. However, despite the large sums
involved andthe impressive percentage increases, the states have not--in general--kept up
with the increasing responsibilities placed on public higher education. As its support has
grown, demands and costs have risen even more rapidly.
Professor Chambers has pointed out, "These splendid gains /in state appropriation are
not, of course, as phenomenal as they may seem at first when measured alongside the
increase in total population, the bulge in the population of college age, the upward
movement of the proportion of high school graduates going on to college...the growing
length of stay in college which augments enrollments at the upper division, graduate, and
graduate-professional levels, the increasing proportion of all students beyond high school
attending public institutions of higher education, and many other relevant factors."
Although state tax support is rising in dollars, it has declined as a percentage of
total income for many public institutions. State tax support now accounts for an average of
approximately 40 percent of state college and university income. With growing competition
for state tax dollars, this proportion threatens to decline even more although dollar
support will continue to grow. The great question for the future is whether the public
commitment to educational opportunity for all who can benefit will be matched by the funds
needed to keep the doors to higher education open without sacrificing quality.
Undergraduate student-faculty ratios, for example, have been slowly increasing at state
universities because of a lack of funds to hire as many new faculty members as are needed
to keep up with rising enrollments.
Professor Chambers shows in his introduction why annual operating costs rise faster
than enrollment. Nonetheless, the rapid growth in enrollment has been a major contributor
to the unprecedented financial and other demands faced by higher education. There are
approximately 6%Z million students enrolled in our colleges and universities this year,
almost twice as many as in 1959 when the first edition of this report was issued. By 1975,
national enrollments are expected to exceed nine million. This means that higher education
must add as many new students in the next eight years as were enrolled in all institutions
only 13 years ago.
As the demand for higher education has increased, public institutions in particular
have felt the strain of growth. In 1951, public and private institutions each enrolled
about 1 million students. Although both sectors of higher education have been growing
steadily since 1951, public institutions have added three out of every four new students.
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In accepting the challenge of expansion, public institutions have been determined to
guarantee quality as well as quantity. In an age of rapidly rising equipment charges,
construction costs, faculty and other salaries, quality takes money--and lots of it.
"It takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place," the Red Queen told
Alice in Through the Looking Glass. "If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at
least twice as fast." This is the disconcerting reality that colleges and universities must
face in preparing their budget requests and that governors and legislators must acknowledge
in acting on the requests.
In trying to attract the best possible faculty members, for example, public
universities have raised average salaries for full professors from $11,295 to $15,028
between 1961 and 1966. At the same time, however, private independent universities raised
salaries for full professors from $12,959 to $17,390. So, despite a 33 percent increase
over a five-year period, public universities still trail private universities in faculty
salaries. Professors at public universities now earn $2,362 less than their private
university counterparts. In 1961, the difference was only $1,664.
In this competitive period, many states which appear to be doing all they can for
higher education must manage to double or triple their efforts. Some states which seem to
be making the greatest progress in increasing appropriations still lag far behind the rest
of the nation in their support of higher education. Massachusetts, for example, shows one
of the largest percentage increases in state appropriations but is still at the bottom of
the country in (1) per capita support of higher education, (2) the proportion of residents
to whom public higher education is available, and (3) the proportion of high school
graduates who go on to college. Some southern states which have shown dramatic, above
average gains in appropriations--North Carolina and Georgia for example--still remain below
the national average in per capita support of higher education. States like Alabama and
Mississippi, which have more than doubled state tax support for higher education in the
last eight years, are not closing the gap as the rest of the nation takes larger steps
forward.
One of the most distressing indicators of the inability of state governments to meet
the needs of public higher education is the annual wave of announcements of tuition
increases designed to compensate for deficits created by cuts in university budgets.
California's controversy leading to a cut in state appropriations below the previous year
and increased student charges, has received nationwide attention in the past year. In
Florida, a substantial increase in state appropriations and. student charges resulted in a
budget for the state university system on a reduced per full-time student basis as compared
to the previous biennium.
Even in Ohio, despite record appropriations, Ohio State university has asked for a
$15 per quarter increase in student fees to offset its deficit. In Michigan, Wayne State
University announced a $3.1 million increase in student tuition and fees this year because
state appropriations were more than $10 million below the university's initial request for
funds to meet its on-going needs and only 3.8 percent higher than last year's
appropriation. Other institutions in Michigan and Ohio also raised fees for similar
reasons.
Trustees of the University of New Hampshire increased in-state tuition sharply this
year "to ease a financial crisis prompted by a biennial state appropriation which is $4.1
million below the University's needs." The New Mexico legislature decreed a tuition
increase of $30 for in-state students and $60 for oiit-of-state students to make up the
difference between what the university already considered to be a bare-bones budget and
legislative appropriations below the sum requested in the pared budget.
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These actions represent a dangerous threat to the American commitment to lowcost
educational opportunity. Recent studies have shown that students at public institutions are
most likely to come from lower income families and are least able
to keep up with the mounting costs of getting a higher education. For every talented
student denied the opportunity to get a higher education for lack of funds, society may
lose a doctor, a scientist, or a teacher it badly needs.
In sum, although state tax support of higher education has shown impressive
recent years, it is obvious that increased demands on public higher education have
outstripped new support. The projected growth of public institutions over the next
gives no opportunity for complacency or for reduced commitment to higher education
nations governors and state legislatures.
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-1A Note to users of This Report

Detailed information about the procedures used in compiling this report are found in
the appendix. We would like, however, to emphasize the following three points about the
material contained in this booklet.
First, this report covers only appropriations of state tax funds for operating
expenses of higher educational institutions. The Office of Institutional Research believes
that these figures are a more valid measure of state support of higher education than total
appropriations made by state legislatures since the latter may include reappropriated
income received by institutions from student fees and other non-tax sources. The report
does not include appropriations for buildings and other capital purposes.
Second, users of the data contained in this report should keep in mind that
appropriations from state tax sources listed herein include support not only for
instructional programs, but also for research, including agricultural and engineering
experiment stations, and a great many public services such as general extension, county
agricultural and home demonstration agents, adult education programs, hospitals, and other
activities assigned by state legislatures to institutions of higher education.
And finally, the data contained in this report are in preliminary form and subject to
verification and change. In several of the state tabulations the items may not add up to
the indicated total. Minor discrepancies may be attributed to rounding. Where the
discrepancies are substantial, the investigator, while reasonably confident of the total,
may have encountered difficulty in obtaining from his sources consistent reports of such
items as state scholarship programs, expenses of central governing boards, supplementary
budget increases or decreases. To check and verify every item would be a costly and timeconsuming project which would delay the publication of this report beyond the time when it
is most useful. While the tabulations are subject to change, they provide a reasonably
accurate picture of state tax funds appropriated for 1967-68.
Additional copies of this report are available at no charge from the Office of
Institutional Research.

-2INTRODUCTION
FROM $1.4 BILLION TO $4.4 BILLION
IN EIGHT YEARS
The impressive fact that appropriations of state tax funds for annual operating
expenses of higher education in the fifty states have tripled within eight years (1959-67)
calls for comment.
(A) It discomfits and dumbfounds the many who were saying in 1957-58 that the
unprecedented appropriations of that year were the "last straw"--the absolute all-time
maximum that the states could afford; and the timid economists who were then predicting
that it might be barely possible that by 1970 another billion a year could be obtained from
all governmental sources--federal, state, and local.
(B) It gives rise to a question: Why do annual operating costs rise faster than
enrollments? For during the eight years when annual operating costs were tripled, annual
enrollments in higher education were only approximately doubled. Confront this question
head-on. There are several factors that add up to a compelling answer:
(1) Continuing inflation, gradually lowering the purchasing-power of the
dollar, means higher costs for salaries, wages, equipment, and supplies each year.
(2) Although faculty salaries have doubled in the past dozen years, the market
is now more keenly competitive than ever before, and the largest faculty shortage in
history exists and impends; and faculty salaries are not yet "caught up" to
comparability with compensation in the other learned professions. Hence salaries
(half of the total of annual operating expenses) have risen and will continue to go
up at about 6 percent to 7 percent per year--about twice as fast as the rate of
general inflation.
(3) The explosion of new knowledge forces universities and colleges to modify
and modernize their courses, and to add new courses, departments of instruction,
interdisciplinary units, and specialized institutes at much more frequent intervals
than formerly. As every man of business knows, a new enterprise is an "island of high
cost" during the first few years of its existence, until it becomes properly staffed
and equipped and well-known to students.
(4) Another result of the explosion of knowledge is the flood of new and
astronomically costly apparatus and equipment, much of which is already
indispensable: computer services, electron microscopes, new copying, duplicating, and
projecting devices, and television receivers, to name only a few, and not to mention
the separate streams of novel devices for physical, medical and dental instruction
and research.
(5) An important aspect of the great and continued rise of enrollments is the
fact that students are now continuing longer in college and larger proportions of
them are going into and completing the upper division, graduate, and graduateprofessional studies. This raises the "center of maturity" of the whole institution,
and also forces upward its annual operating cost, because unit costs in the upper
division are necessarily about twice as high as in the lower division, and at the
doctoral level in the arts and sciences or engineering or medicine they are from six
to ten or more times as high.
The foregoing are a few of the reasons that combine to cause annual operating costs
to rise faster than enrollments.
Vague and uninformed intimations that they can be quickly countervailed by "the
economy of scale," as would occur in a factory producing standard bolts; or by huge
increases in the student-teacher ratio, aided by motion pictures and television; or by
forcing students to do more independent study without benefit of instruction; all must be
discounted at least for the immediate future.

-3The audio-visual "educational hardware" can greatly enrich instruction, and spread
its range of diffusion, but no one soundly supposes it can soon displace a single professor
or assistant. Independent study, with some regular association with a tutor, is one of the
best possible methods of learning, but also the most demanding of tutorial time and
therefore the most expensive of all.
(C) A second question: Why is the annual operating cost of higher education taking a
growing share of state tax receipts, and a larger percentage of the Gross National Product
than ever before? The answers are self evident:
(1) In the half-century since 1920 the percentage of the population of
appropriate age getting some education beyond the high school has increased fivefold.
Since 1950 it has more than doubled; and at the same time the percentage of youth of
college age in the total population has also greatly increased. Higher education is
simply a manyfold larger enterprise in comparison with the population and resources
of the nation and the states. Instead of an average of 5 to 10 percent of the annual
revenues of the states, it will cost more. Instead of 1 percent or less of the Gross
National Product, 2 or 2z percent will be invested in the annual operating expenses
of higher education. This will be an increasingly productive investment.
(2) Education beyond high school, of all grades from preparation for
technicianlevel occupations to the highest graduate and professional instruction and
research, is now indispensable for the maintenance of an upgraded manpower supply. It
is the mainspring of an upward spiral of economic growth. It is the source of
advancement in public health, an enlightened public awareness of social and political
issues, and a generally more sensitive and humane civilization.
With these considerations in mind, the great increases in the public investment in
higher education are not cause for alarm, but matter of congratulation. They will continue
through the 1970's, without hardship, because some of the gains come automatically from
economic growth without changes in taxation. The state revenue systems are susceptible of
almost constant improvement to make them more productive and more equitable, and can become
thrice as productive as they now are. Only the deepest pessimism would deny that within a
few years a larger proportion of the huge federal revenues can be allotted to domestic
concerns, including higher education. There are overwhelming evidences that increasing
support of education beyond the high school is rooted as a paramount public policy of the
states and the nation.
During the ensuing few years enormous additional strides in state tax support of
operating expenses of higher education will undoubtedly be made. Some of the states have
not kept sufficiently ahead of their increases in enrollments. In any year almost
invariably a few states temporarily fall behind in the parade of progress. But in general,
looking at the record of this current fiscal year 1967-68 and of the preceding eight years,
one must have confidence in the wisdom and good intent of university and college governing
boards and of the legislatures and governors who are leading the advance They will receive
public encouragement to raise their sights.
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